Residential, Commercial Painting Company Sharper Impressions
Launches New Website
Sharper Impressions, a residential and commercial painting company serving
Columbus, Atlanta, Nashville, Kansas City and Indianapolis, unveils a brand new
website, featuring information about services, a gallery of before-and-after photos and
an easy online quoting system.
Sharper Impressions, a residential and commercial painting company serving Columbus, Atlanta,
Nashville, Kansas City and Indianapolis, unveils a brand new website, featuring information about
services, a gallery of before-and-after photos and an easy online quoting system.Columbus, OH March 15, 2017 /MarketersMedia/ -- Sharper Impressions Painting launches a brand new
informational website that details the company's residential and commercial painting services. The
new site gives specific information about the various interior and exterior painting services the
company offers, providing useful information to anyone looking for a painting company in their five
locations.
The new website is easy to navigate and has a fresh design that mirrors the clean painting services
the company provides. Website visitors can learn about Sharper Impressions in the pages that fall
under the 'About Us' tab, including the history of the company, its experienced employees and the
advantages of working with a professional painting contractor.
Visitors can also find helpful information about the variety of services offered by Sharper
Impressions by choosing the 'Residential' or 'Commercial' tabs in the navigation bar, depending on if
they are looking to paint their home or business. From there, users are able to see the exact interior
and exterior painting options available, with details on each service.
Sharper Impressions does everything from aluminum painting and wood repair, to ceiling painting
and drywall repair. Like most other businesses in the home improvement industry, customers want
to see visual proof of the high-quality services promised by the company they are researching.
Sharper Impressions strategically includes a gallery on its website, with hundreds of pictures of past
projects. This includes before-and-after comparisons, which shows customers the difference a
professional paint job can make.
Another unique feature on the website is the 'Reviews' section, where potential clients can view
Sharper Impressions' aggregate rating, which is based on the average ratings given by customers.
The review system pulls real customer reviews from various online sources, such as Google, the
Better Business Bureau, Yelp and more. There is even a link to the original review, so users know it
is a verified and credible testimonial.
In addition to finding information about Sharper Impressions' services, visitors can schedule a free
quote directly from the website by booking a quote online, sending an email or calling their local
office. This allows users to choose their preferred method of contact for a free quote.
Sharper Impressions Painting is a painting contractor with over 25 years of painting experience.
"We have provided top-notch residential and commercial painting services for 25 years." Geoff
Sharp, founder of Sharper Impressions, says. "From interior projects to exterior painting and repair,
our team of experienced painters and managers know how to get the job done the first time."
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